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Principal’s Message 
 
As you enter Year 9 you are entering a new stage in your education. You now have more control over the subjects 
you study through the electives you choose. This is an opportunity to start actively shaping your future and taking 
a step up towards adulthood. 
 
During this year you will be asked to consider how you want your future to look. You will examine possible careers 
and be given the chance to develop new skills and interests. As a school, we will support you in mapping out 
possible pathways to your future. You will do the Morrisby Careers Assessment, have an interview with a career-
guidance counsellor and participate in further careers’ education in CONNECT.   
 
In considering your future, remember that the more you make out of your time at school, the greater the range of 
choices you will have open to you. Success in the classroom is one way to broaden your choices, but there are many 
others. You have the chance to participate in a wide range of additional activities at school. You could join a sporting 
team, take up debating or participate in a musical production. You can also have an active voice in how the school 
operates. We value the contribution students make through the Student Leadership Program and Student 
Representative Council.  Participating in additional programs at school gives you the chance to develop your skills 
in areas such as leadership, decision making and creativity. 
 
In this handbook you will find information on subjects offered, information on special programs and general 
information about the College.  
 
The School Council and staff at the College take pride in the achievements of our students.  I encourage you to 
celebrate your achievements and the achievements of your peers throughout your schooling at Greensborough 
College. 
 

Pauline Barker  
Principal 
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Program Structure 
 

 
 

At Greensborough College we are committed to delivering a curriculum that is 
relevant to students and expands on their experiences. We want students to try as 
many subjects as they can and find where their passions lie. 
 
 

 

 
 

All students are required to undertake: 
English    2 units per year (year long) 
Mathematics  2 units per year (year long) 
Science   2 units per year (year long) 
Humanities  2 units per year (year long) 
PE/Health  2 units per year (year long) 
Connect  2 units per year (year long) 
Technology At least 1 unit per year – Automotive and Systems engineering, Woodwork, Fabulous Fast 

Foods, Gourmet Traveller 
Arts At least 1 unit per year – Drama, Art Making and Exhibiting, Media, Visual Communication 

and Design, Music 
 
Students can choose to undertake: 
Interdisciplinary  Optional 1 unit per year – CS Maker Space 
Languages Optional 2 units per year  
ADP Optional 2 units per year 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

All subjects on offer are explained in this handbook and students and families are encouraged to read through this 
information carefully before making their choices and completing their subject preferences.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students will choose 4 units worth of electives in Year 9 

Semester long electives= 1 unit 

Year-long electives= 2 units 
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SUMMARY OF COMPULSORY SUBJECTS 

English  
 

Sound literacy and communication skills underpin success in all other subjects. At Greensborough College, Year 9 

students are grouped in mixed ability English classes.  Student learning is centred around the following areas and 

activities: 

 

Reading and Viewing  Writing Speaking and Listening 

• Partaking in a tailored 
individual reading 
program 

• Writing analytical and 
creative pieces 

• Contributing actively to class and group 
discussions 

• Reading a class novel as a 
springboard for 
developing students’ own 
interpretations 

• Writing Journal entries • Presenting and delivering orals  

• Viewing a film as a 
springboard for 
developing students’ own 
interpretations. 

• Manipulating language 
features to create 
innovative texts. 

 

• Reading shorter texts 
(media articles, short 
stories) in order to 
develop their analytical 
and critical thinking skills. 

• Editing for effect, 
employing vocabulary 
and structures that 
contribute to and enrich 
their work. 

 

Mathematics  

 

In Year 9 mathematics, we aim to develop the numeracy skills that all students need in their personal and working 

lives.  At Greensborough College Year 9 students are grouped in Mathematics classes with others of a similar 

mathematical ability. Students will study topics including: Number and algebra, statistic and probability, 

measurement and geometry.  
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Science  

The Science curriculum provides opportunities for students to develop:  

• an understanding of 

important scientific 

concepts – Biological, 

Chemical, Physical and the 

Earth and Space Sciences, 

as well as essential inquiry 

skills. 

• scientific knowledge about 

the contribution of science 

to our culture and society.  

 

• scientific literacy – the 

capability to investigate 

the world around them  

changes as a result of 

human activity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Humanities  

 
Students will learn about the following topics in Year 9: 
 

History 

Using a range of skills to investigate important 
events from the past. Students will examine the 
effects of:  

• Industrial Revolution 

• global changes in landscapes 

• movements of people 

• development and influence of ideas – 
political and social reforms 

• transport and communication. 
 

 

Geography 

This course allows students to investigate: 

• food security and population growth  

• connections to home and sense of place 

• the health of the planet. 
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Health & Physical Education  

Within the Health & Physical Education curriculum students will learn to: 

• develop specialised movement skills. 

• transfer strategies and concepts into different 
movement environments. 

• evaluate and refine their own and others’ 
movement performances. 

• analyse how participation in physical activity and 
sport influence identities. 

• explore how games and sports shape culture. 

• refine and consolidate personal and social skills. 

• propose strategies to support the development 
of preventative health practices for individuals 
and the community. 

 

          Practical Component (2 periods)          Theoretical Component (2 periods) 

• Net-Wall Games (Badminton & Spikeball) 
• Hybrid Games 
• Invasion Games (Int. Rules Football, Touch 

Rugby, Sofcrosse, Ultimate Frisbee) 
• Rhythm & Movement 

 

• Participating and performing in games and sports 
• Being active and adventurous outdoors 
• The dangers of alcohol and other drugs 
• Healthy people, healthy communities 
• Nutrition and sustainability 

 
 

Connect (Social and Emotional Learning)  

 
In Connect, students will have opportunities to: 
 

• develop resilience, 
gratitude and empathy 

• become emotionally 
literate and employ 
strategies to regulate 
emotions 

• employ problem solving 
methods 

• engage with scientific 
studies about the value of 
positive thinking 

• understand their personal 
strengths and abilities and 
build self-esteem 

• develop the values of 
courage, respect, equality 
and aspiration 

• learn and practice pro-
social behaviour 

• consider personal 
relationships and the 
elements of healthy 
relationships 

• consider careers pathways 
and set social and 
academic goals 

 
 
 

 

Year 9 CORE Subjects Levy: $60 for workbooks in 

lieu of additional textbooks for core subjects. 
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2023  
Elective Subject  

Descriptions 
 

Please note: Greensborough College makes every effort to run a program that caters to the curriculum 
needs of its students. All subjects listed here are offered, and while we endeavour to provide for the 
subject selections of every student, there are limitations which will affect our ability to do so.  
 
The decision to run a subject in 2023 is dependent on a range of factors, including staffing, resourcing 
and the number of students who have selected the subject.  
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Where a subject cannot run the College will offer further course counselling and support. 
 

Individual Subject Descriptions 
 

You must choose one Arts Elective and one Technology Elective 
 

PERFORMING ARTS ELECTIVES 
Do you want to be an actor, audiologist, photographer, graphic, web, fashion, interior designer or architect?  

Do you love the thought of making or recording music? Is stage or screen production your passion? Have a look at what the 

Performing and Visual Art Departments can offer! 

 

Music 

In Year 9 Music students are given the opportunity to: 

• develop their personal musical skills and knowledge of musical theory and aural skills 

• make digital music and Digital Audio Workstations 

(Ableton, Logic, Bandlab, Garageband etc.). 

• compose- students create a short portfolio of original 

music through digital or traditional mediums and within 

any style they wish. 

• perform- using their chosen instrument or DAW.  

 

Students will learn about:  

• preparing for performance  

• instrumental technique, developing repertoire 

• practice routines and management of pre- performance nerves. 

Students will also present a short end-of-semester performance for their peers. 

This subject is open to students who have little experience playing music and also those that may have more advanced 
instrumental or vocal skills. The only requirement is that you have (or want to develop) a love of music!  
Please note:  Borrowing a school instrument will cost extra – please contact Mr Harber for more information. 

 
 

Drama 
Year 9 Drama is suitable for students who are:  

• active and wish to explore physicality and movement 

• interested in developing their skills and knowledge of dramatic performance 
Students will explore:  

• stimulus performance pieces 

• theoretical concepts such as dramatic 
elements, areas of production and 
performance skills 

• history of drama 

• comedy, tragedy, improvisations 

• characterization 

• story-telling and play making  

• slapstick, high drama, mime, puppetry, tableaux. 

 

Students who undertake Year 9 Drama are strongly encouraged to participate in the school production. 

 

Year 9 Music Levy: $20 for classroom and assessment materials 

Year 9 Drama Levy: $30 for classroom and assessment materials 
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Visual Arts – Art Making and Exhibiting 
This unit is designed to give students the opportunity to:  
 

• begin developing their own unique art making practice 

• develop an Art Folio and finalised artworks 

• focus on a range of artistic movements 

• complete a research assignment and visual analysis of existing artworks 

• use a range of media, medium, and materials to create both 2D  
and 3D artworks 

• complete observational drawings, sketching, painting and digital drawing. 
 
Students will experiment with:  

• different types of medium such as charcoal, graphite, soft pastel, acrylic paint and watercolour paint 

• a wide range of methods such as: clay, wire, mosaic and mixed media to create sculptures. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 9 Art Making and Exhibiting: $30 for classroom and assessment materials 
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Visual Communication Design 

This unit is designed to give students the opportunity to: 

• control their learning through self-directed tasks. 
• develop and enhance their technical drawing skills through one point and two point perspective 

drawings. 
• develop communication design skills through a range of digital programs in the Adobe Creative Cloud 

Suite including: PhotoShop, Illustrator, InDesign to create digital artworks including logo's, business 
cards, swing tags etc. 

• learn about a range of design movements, completing a research assignment and visual analysis of 
existing pieces of design. 

• explore a range of methods, materials, and media to create design pieces including exploring pencils, 
posca’s markers, paint, digital software etc. 

 
 
 

 

 

 Media  

Media is a subject for students: 

➢ who love watching or creating media  

➢ want to improve their skills and knowledge in these areas  

 

In this subject, students will learn about: 

• fundamentals of photography, including shot composition, utilizing light and the importance of 

colour. 

• working with digital cameras to capture interesting moments in their lives. 

• working in groups, teamwork, time management, critical reasoning. 

• working with their own photographs using the Adobe Creative Cloud to photoshop their shots in a 

range of creative tasks. 

• stereotypes in film before designing their own original character. 

• a variety of film genres including: Action, Noir, Horror and RomCom before filming and editing their 

own “Mash-Up-Movie”. 

• basics of media production processes. 

• editing their production with Adobe Premiere Pro. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 9 Visual Communication and Design: $30 for classroom assessment materials 

Year 9 Media: $30 for classroom assessment materials 
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Athlete Development Program (ADP) 

If you have aspirations of becoming a high-performance athlete, personal trainer, physical therapist, health educator, 

sports instructor or sports journalist, ADP at Greensborough College can offer many relevant opportunities. 

 

Year 9 ADP (Year Long Elective) 

 

Subject Description 

Students will be taught content specific to their personal performance enhancement. This learning will encompass 
the main building blocks of athletic excellence, including: elite athlete mentality, athlete nutrition/hydration, the 
importance of sleep, recovery practices, managing training loads and injury prevention. 

 

          Practical Component (2 periods)          Theoretical Component (1 period) 

• Warm-up & cools downs 
• Advanced individualised strength development 
• Sports specific movement skills 
• Recovery practises 
• Injury prevention practises 
• Injury rehabilitation 
• High performance mindset practises 

• Intro to what makes a successful athlete 
• Functional anatomy 
• Gender differences and considerations 
• Sports nutrition + hydration 
• Sleep + other effective recovery practises 

 

About the Athlete Development Program (ADP) 

The ADP will provide student athletes with the opportunity to upgrade their athletic performance whilst at 

school. Their involvement will help them to achieve their personal best in their sporting pursuits, in all facets 

of their schooling and in life beyond their time at Greensborough College. 

Features of the ADP 

• Access to and use of our High-Performance Centre and surrounding sporting facilities. 

• A sports specific battery of performance tests to capture a snapshot of individual’s strengths and weaknesses. 

• A full comprehensive musculoskeletal screening that highlights any biomechanical shortcomings including a 
detailed injury history. 

• Ongoing fitness assessments and goal setting plans. 

• Individualised, safe and sports specific strength and conditioning program that incorporates training 
protocols to prevent injuries, provide rehabilitation and enhance their athletic potential and sports 
performance. 

• Qualified and expert supervision/coaching when undertaking their bi-weekly individualised programs. 

• Both 100min and 50min group strength and conditioning and recovery sessions which will including routines 
that mimic the specific work: rest ratios of their sport. 

• Sports science/medicine support, including workshops/seminars, physiotherapy assessment, player welfare 
and nutrition support. 
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Optional Extra – Sporting Squads 

 

Qualifying students can also choose to undergo technical sports coaching in AFL, Basketball, Netball, Soccer or 

Tennis. There are 2 categories of sport squad: 

● Development Squad - Athletes in this squad receive 2 hours of technical coaching per week. This coaching 

is aimed at those students who aspire to take their sport to the next level. 

● Extended Squad - Athletes in this squad receive 3-6 hours of elite technical coaching per week. This 

coaching is aimed at student athletes who are already performing at a very high standard and aiming to 

compete at state and national levels. Student ‘try-outs’ for squads will be held. 

The benefits of participation in these squads include: 

● individualised skills sessions (during allocated class times). 

● contact with elite sports people including experienced quality coaches, role models and mentors, elite 

pathway generators etc. 

● opportunities for interstate, international travel & competitions. 

● close affiliation with representative Sporting Clubs and use of their facilities.  

● player welfare and sports psychology workshops, including individual goal setting & pathway counselling. 

● competitive practice matches in addition to the school division rounds. 

● squad training sessions focusing on skills, game play practise, video reflection and tactics. (Note: Squad 

sessions are suitable for a range of abilities from the highly skilled athlete who are aiming for state/national 

level, as well as the more newly aspiring talented player).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ADP Levies  

Athletic Development Program (All ADP students) $600* 

  

Optional Extra – Sporting Squads  

ADP AFL Squad – Development (2hrs) $720* 

ADP AFL Squad – Extended (3hrs) $1,080* 

ADP Basketball Squad - Development (2hrs) $720* 

ADP Basketball Squad - Extended (3hrs) $1,080* 

ADP Netball Squad - Development (2hrs) $720* 

ADP Netball Squad – Extended (3hrs) $1,080* 

ADP Soccer Squad - Development (2hrs) $720* 

ADP Soccer Squad - Extended (3hrs) $1,080* 

ADP Tennis Squad - Development (2hrs) $720* 

ADP Tennis Squad - Extended (6hrs) $3,800* 

 

*Prices are subject to student numbers. 
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Languages – Italian  

Tu parli Italiano? Would you like to be a translator or work in 

international relations? 

 

Studying a language other than English is invaluable. It offers 

students the ability to advance their linguistic skills and cognitive 

abilities and is beneficial for employment and travel prospects. 

The study of a language other than English at the VCE level is also 

advantageous for entry into tertiary institutions. 

 

The course will build upon student prerequisite knowledge and augment student understanding of:  

• grammatical structures enhancing their reading, writing, listening and speaking skills in Italian 

• aspects of Italian culture and language through film studies, songs, games and student-led learning 

opportunities 

• personal and interpersonal skills 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Year 9 Italian Levy: No charge 
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Interdisciplinary  
Do you dream of inventing new technologies? Are you interested in computing, coding and software development? Do you 

want to be mentored by industry professionals? This subject might be just what you’re looking for! 

 
CS Maker Space 
Greensborough is proud to run our pioneering subject - CS Maker Space again in 2023. 
 
This Year 9 elective builds on the coding experiences of the Year 7 & 8 students in the Computer Science in Schools Program.   
 
It is now time to take your skills to the real world! 
 
This elective involves students: 

• being set a challenge by industry powerhouses, such as Domain and Carsales. 

• finding solutions. So, get ready to analyse, research, design and create! 

• working in a team or squad throughout the semester. 

• pitching solutions to the company itself. 
 

CS Maker Space can lead to industry internship and other amazing opportunities! 
 
Features of the study 

• This is a semester long program and will be linked to end-to-end delivery of a product from research to creation 

• The course is tailored with scaffolded problems to support learners at different stages and with different interests 

• Students will enjoy weekly connections with a mentor from industry (ie Domain or Carsales) who will support their 
work 

• This study places emphasis on project management and presentation skills to bring ideas to life for teams, 
companies and the user 

• This study includes an end of semester experience at the company itself to bring the solution to industry! 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
  

Year 9 CS Maker Space: $30 for classroom and assessment materials 
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Food Technology 
Studying Food Technology subjects can lead to careers in the field of: catering, nutrition, food production and manufacture, 
marketing and laboratory testing. 
 
Fabulous Fast Foods 
Through participation in this unit, students will develop skills to prepare their own ‘fabulous, fast foods’, using fresh 
ingredients. Students will spend approximately 50% of their class time in practical activities, in which they will develop skills 
in: 

• Preparation of foods which are quick and easy to make, delicious to eat and nutritionally balanced. 

• Understanding the nutritional issues associated with consuming commercial ‘fast food’ on a regular basis. 

• Understanding how to be a better consumer, taking into consideration sustainability, ethics and minimising 
food waste. 

• Researching and investigating design solutions through the use of the Design Process.  
 

Gourmet Traveller 

In this study students will explore the diverse range of ingredients, delicious dishes and cooking equipment from a range of 
countries. Students will spend approximately 50% of class time developing their practical skills and improving their 
understanding of cookery. 

They will learn about: 

• Cuisines, ingredients and special equipment used in some countries from all the continents of the earth.   

• Safe work practices with a focus on hygienic food and preparation skills. 

• Different cultures by preparing and evaluating typical foods, and food preparation methods from specific 

countries. 

• The importance of becoming responsible consumers, by considering the issue of sustainability and how they 

can personally reduce food waste and make a difference.    

• Researching and investigating design solutions through the use of the Design Process. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Year 9 Gourmet Traveller and Fabulous Fast Foods: $110 per subject for classroom assessment materials. 
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Materials Technology 
Materials Technology subjects can equip students for careers in: construction and carpentry, engineering and mechanics. 

 

Automotive System Engineering 

This elective is designed to give students opportunities to build a basic knowledge and understanding of the terminology, 

tools, equipment and principles of operations associated with mechanical devices like 4 stroke engines. 

 

Students will participate in rebuilding a motor in groups and advise on replacement parts. Students will also attend an 

exciting go-karting experience excursion to test the performance, and rebuild, similar engines. 

 

Other topics covered will include: 

• construction of a vehicle 

• basic car maintenance 

• evolution of the motor vehicle 

• rebuilding 2 and 4 stroke mower motors. 

 

Woodwork 

This study will build student capacity to construct items using a variety of methods and wood in solid and sheet form. 

 

Activities undertaken in this subject will develop student understanding of: 

• the design process 

• drawing, costing and producing items of their own choice 

• construction techniques and material 

• the use of hand and basic power tools. 

  

Year 9 Auto: $70 for classroom and assessment materials 

Year 9 Woodwork: $80 for classroom and assessment materials 
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